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Silhouette Energy

New free tutorial that show the appearing of a letter by a sort of fairy-laser, adaptable to a  
logo or a silhouette. You will need Trapcode Particular and 3DStroke.

•01•        
Create a new Comp (size 400px by 400px, 10 seconds), add a big  
black  letter  in  a  very  fat  font  (Poplar  Std  for  example),  well  
centered in the Comp. Call this Comp “LetterMatte“. 

Create a new Comp of  08:00 long, TV size (1050x576 in square 
pixels  carré  for  my  case).  Call  this  Comp  “Final“.  Drag  in 
“LetterMatte“. Add a yellow background (#FBC50B) below .

•02•        
Select the layer “LetterMatte“ and do his  “Auto Trace“ (menu 
layer/Auto trace, with the default settings). 
Once it's done, add an effect Fill on “LetterMatte“ choosing a middle gray.

Create a Light (Point) and change its name to “Emitter“. 
 → This will be the reference for the bunch of Particular layers we are going to create.

•03•        
Come back to the “Auto trace“ layer and put a key on the Mask's path . 
Cut this key (Cmd+x or Ctrl+x on PC).
At the very beginning of the Comp, add a key on the position of “Emetteur“, and while this 
key still active, paste the mask that is always in memory.

Strech by moving the last key until 04:00. 
 → This will give the trajectory of the letter's outline . The Light will now follow it in 4 seconds.

•04•        
De-select all the layers and with the Pen tool, click once where you want.  → This will create a  
shape layer. Open his path,  add a key and  paste  on it the mask still in memory. You can 
delete the stroke, we won't need it, but change the fill color to #000B2A.

Add an operation “Trim Paths“, keyframing the end with 0% at 00:00 and with 
100% at 04:00

Change “LetterMatte“ into a Track matte changing to Alpha Matte.
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•05•        
Duplicate the “Shape Layer“, make it  visible, and add the effect “Radial blur“.  Set the 
Mode on Rotation, the quality on High and in his “Center“ parameter, alt+click to write the 
following expression :

temp = thisComp.layer("Emitter").transform.position;
[temp[0], temp[1]]

→ This will link the center of the radial blur to the Light's movement.

At 05:22, activate one key with a value of 10, interpolated in Bezier in, at 06:07, one linear 
key with a value of 0 to stop this effect.

•06•        
Come back again on the “Auto trace“ layer 
and  add the  3DStroke  effect.  The 
settings are shown on this screenshot.

At time 00:00,  add a key on End option 
with a value of 0%, go forward to 04:00 
add a key with 100%.

Then,  for  the  Start  value,  write  0 at 
01:12 and 100 at 05:00.

The  “Taper“  parameter  has  been 
enabled and a few settings done.

This  layer  blending  mode  is  change  to 
Screen.
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•06•        
Here's now the part dedicated to the layers with the plug-in Trapcode Particular. 
A first one you create with the Particular effect needs these settings :

It will have the name “Traits+Projections“, that means in French,“lines and projections“. 
The lines are in color (see the color over life picture above) and projections will be generated  
by “Aux System“. The Emitter Type is set on Light(s), and so will follow the Light.

At 04:13, add a key for Particules/sec and type 1000, and at 04:14, type 0.

•07•        
The next layer you'll have to create will call “Ecume“ (foam). Set the Particular properties as 
shown next page.

The blending mode is  Divide, this will give him this special aspect. 

Don't forget the keys of Particules/sec : at 03:13 it's at 150, at 04:08, the value is 0.
At the TimeLine 's same moment, the size is 60, but decrease to 0 at 05:03.                
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•08•        
Next layer “Traits bleus“ (blue lines). Add Particular and enter the following settings.

 
Keyframes for Particules/sec : 
at 04:09 the value is 2000, 
at 04:10 the value is 0.

The layer opacity is set to 60%.

       •09•
Next layer : “Taches jaunes“ (yellow 

spots). 
Install Particular and set the 
properties as shown against.

Add keyframes for Particules/sec : 
at 04:09 the value is 50, 

at 04:10 the value is 0.
The opacity of this layer is 60%
His blending mode is Multiply.



•10•        
Next! : “Traits jaunes“ (yellow lines).  Add Particular and blah blah blah...

 
Keys for Particules/sec : 

at 04:12 write 2000, 
at 04:13 write 0.

Opacity is at 60%.
Blending mode is Multiply.

•11•        
Next : “Traits blancBleu“, (blue-white lines) 
Blah, blah, blah...

 
Particules/sec : 
at 04:16 write 2000, 
at 04:17 write 0.

Opacity at 60%.
Blending mode on Normal.

All these layers may of course be adapted to your needs and taste. Feel free to test, change,  
re-adapt at your convinience.
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•12•                
Last  Particular  Layer  (Oufff!)  is  called 
“trainéesVaporeuses“,  that  means 
something like : vaporous trails, what a 
poetry!

Keys Particules/sec : 
at 04:03 write 2200, 
at 04:04 write 0.

Opacity is 70%.
Blending mode on Add.

•13•        
The last layer you'll need is an adjustement layer with the “Lens flare“effect.
The center of the flare location will be tied to the Emitter with the same expression already 
used in •5• .
At 04:00, write a value of 100, at 04:20, the value is 0.

Here's the end of this tutorial. Do a Ram preview to see the result.
Don't hesitate to try and do changes to find something good for you. 
Don't hesitate to use it if you need of course without selling it. 
Don't hesitate to let me know if this has been usefull for you, you can send me a message at 
http://4after.wordpress.com

Hoping you enjoyed it.

Good after'

Sandeman
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